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Abstract—High-fidelity electromagnetic transient (EMT)
simulation plays a critical role in understanding the dy-
namic behavior and fast transients involved in operation,
control, and protection of Multi-Terminal dc (MTdc) grids.
This paper proposes a cost-effective high-performance
real-time EMT simulation platform for large-scale cross-
continental MTdc grids based on graphics processing unit
(GPU). Fast dynamic transients from both ac and dc net-
works are captured in real time with 5µs time step, us-
ing advanced hybrid-discretized modular multilevel con-
verter (MMC) model, frequency-dependent transmission
line model, and EMT-type model of synchronous genera-
tors. The proposed simulation platform: i) assembles de-
tailed EMT models of all components within an MTdc-ac
grid into a single platform. This setup provides a com-
plete simulation solution to capture fast transient signals
required for high-bandwidth controller design and protec-
tion studies without any compromise; ii) implements the
first GPU-based simulation architecture and corresponding
algorithms for MTdc-ac grids with real-time performance
at scales of 1 s; iii) is highly-efficient and balances the
high utilization of GPU resources and low latency required
for the simulation; and iv) outperforms the existing cen-
tral processing unit (CPU)- or digital signal processor
(DSP)/field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based simula-
tors in terms of its higher scalability on large-scale MTdc-
ac grids and superior price-performance ratio on the hard-
ware. Accuracy and performance of the proposed platform
are evaluated with respect to the reference results from
PSCAD/EMTDC environment.

Index Terms—Multi-terminal HVdc systems, Real-time
simulation, Graphics processing unit

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH Voltage dc (HVdc) transmission is a mature tech-
nology with many installations around the world [1]–

[3]. Over the past few years, significant breakthroughs in
Voltage-Sourced Converters (VSCs) along with their attractive
features have made the HVdc technology even more promis-
ing. The VSCs provide enhanced reliability with reduced cost
and power losses compared to Line-Commutated Convert-
ers (LCC). Concomitantly, significant changes in generation,
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transmission, and loads have emerged. These changes include
integration and tapping renewable energy generation in remote
areas, relocation or retiring older conventional and/or nuclear
power plants, increasing transmission capacity, and urbaniza-
tion [2]. These new trends have called for VSC-based Multi-
Terminal dc (MTdc) systems, which when embedded inside
the ac grid, can enhance stability, reliability, and efficiency of
the present power grid [3].

The strategic importance of MTdc grids is evidenced by the
number of worldwide projects currently in their planning stage,
e.g., European “Supergrids” and the Baltic Sea project along
with a few projects in China. In the US, the cross-continental
dc/ac grid is expected to enable the connection of three
primary interconnections [4], i.e., the Western Interconnection
(WI), Eastern Interconnection (EI), and Electric Reliability
Council of Texas (ERCOT). To understand the operation,
control, and protection of such a sophisticated system, fast
transients and dynamic behavior of both power system and
power electronics devices present in the system have to be
investigated [5]. This requires the use of detailed high-fidelity
electromagnetic transient (EMT) models to address the exten-
sive appearance of nonlinear devices in the simulation [6], [7].
EMT studies have been comprehensively conducted in both
ac and dc networks, including transmission lines [8], modular
multilevel converters (MMCs) [9]–[13], and transformers and
generators [14]–[16]. These models provide building blocks
for the detailed analysis, like the study of fault transients,
stability, frequency support, etc., of MTdc-ac grids.

Based on case specific requirements, EMT simulations
can be performed either offline or in real time. Real-time
simulation synchronizes the program execution with the real-
world clock, enabling the interaction with actual control and
protection equipment. This makes it a good choice for the
design and evaluation of control and protection systems. To
meet real-time requirements in simulation of an MTdc-ac grid,
each component should be modelled with high fidelity while
staying computationally efficient. The MMCs typically consist
of hundreds of submodules (SMs) in each arm. The large
number of SMs in an MMC result in thousands of states [25],
[26]. These states include arm currents, capacitor voltages,
and switching signals, and controller states. To capture the
fast transients and cope with high bandwidth of MMC con-
trollers, time steps in the order of few microseconds should be
applied [19]. Real-time calculation of large number of states
within small time intervals requires sufficient computation



TABLE I
THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED REAL-TIME SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MTDC GRID

Paper Year Step size MMC model SMs/arm Transmission line Generator Terminals Platforms
[17] 2018 5 µs detailed 400 N/A ideal source 1 DSP
[18] 2014 2.5 µs (MMC), 50 µs (rest) detailed 200 Bergeron ideal source 3 CPU & FPGA
[19] 2015 9 µs detailed 400 distributed ideal source 1 CPU & FPGA
[20] 2016 8 µs (MMC), 30 µs (rest) detailed 100 N/A ideal source 2 CPU & FPGA
[21] 2019 20 µs device & equivalent 24 distributed ideal source 3 CPU & FPGA
[22] 2018 2.7 µs (MMC), 51 µs (rest) detailed 400 N/A ideal source 2 CPU & FPGA
[23] 2017 5 µs (MMC), 25 µs (rest) detailed 500 N/A ideal source 2 CPU & FPGA
[24] 2018 20 µs arm equivalent 200 freq. dependent ideal source 11 multiple CPUs

Proposed Method 5 µs detailed 400 freq. dependent EMT model 3+ CPU & GPU
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of the US cross-continental MTdc grid connecting the three major interconnections, i.e., WI, EI, and ERCOT [4].

power and precise calibration of parallelism [17]. In the
transmission networks, propagation of travelling waves and
frequency dependent effects are critical for analysis of dc/ac-
side faults [27], [28]. Fast transients should also be captured
for study of controller stability [7]. To these ends, both ac
and dc lines/cables should be modelled with high fidelity and
based on frequency-dependent models. Additionally, the ac
grid connecting to the MTdc system consists of synchronous
generators, transformers, and ac lines/cables [26]. The com-
putational complexity of simulating MTdc-ac systems with
models of components mentioned above, makes it difficult
to achieve real-time simulation at small time-steps. It is also
challenging to keep the simulation system scalable as more
ac and dc terminals are introduced while expanding an MTdc
system.

The real-time simulation platforms of MTdc systems have
been implemented on different computing hardware with var-
ious level of details, as summarized in Table I. Most of these
platforms are built on central processing units (CPUs) and
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [18]–[23], where the
simulation of MMC is performed on FPGAs. A high-end
FPGA board is capable of simulating 1500 to 3000 SMs,
which is the number of SMs in a single MMC [18], [20], [23].
This number varies depending on the SM circuit configurations
and FPGA models. Consequently, the number of FPGAs has to
be scaled out linearly as the size of MTdc system grows, which

is not an economic option for simulation of a large MTdc-ac
grid. Additionally, extensive matrix-matrix or matrix-vector
computation is required for simulating frequency-dependent
transmission line models. It is challenging to implement these
data-intensive operations efficiently on an FPGA. The MMC
models adopted in existing real-time platforms include detailed
equivalent models [17]–[20], [22], [23], device-level models
[21], and arm equivalent models [24]. To study fault transients
and advanced control methods (like frequency, voltage support
to ac grids) in a large MTdc system, the detailed equivalent
models are preferable. These models strike a reasonable bal-
ance between modelling details and the computational load
[7]. Real-time simulations of these MMC models and their
controllers have been performed with time steps less than
ten microseconds. However, the rest of the system, i.e., the
transmission lines in dc and ac systems, and transformers
and generators in ac systems, have been simulated at much
larger steps using the simplified models. The highly simplified
ac/dc systems’ model limits the application of these real-time
platforms on frequency-sensitive high-bandwidth controller
and protection system designs.

To address modelling and scalability issues, in this paper,
a cost-effective high-performance real-time EMT simulation
platform is proposed for large-scale cross-continental MTdc
grids. This platform is built on graphics processing unit (GPU),
using hybrid-discretized MMC detailed equivalent model [13],



[17], universal line model (ULM) for lines/cables [8], [29],
and EMT-type model for synchronous generators and trans-
formers [14]–[16]. The GPU-based EMT simulation methods
have been developed in previous research for MMC device-
level modelling [30], ac grids [31]–[33], and MTdc grids
[34]. Parallel massive-thread methods are designed in [30] to
simulate the nonlinear device-level power transistors within the
MMCs. Significant speed-up is achieved using the GPU-based
solution. EMT simulations and transient stability studies are
performed on GPU platforms for the applications of pure ac
grids as well [31]–[33], which have shown large improvements
in the speed of such numerical studies in ac grids. In [34],
EMT simulation of an MTdc grid connected to wind farms is
performed on GPU. However, these simulation methods and
platforms are not designed to achieve real-time performance.
The proposed simulation platform: i) incorporates detailed
EMT models of all components of an MTdc-ac grid within
a single platform. This setup provides a complete simulation
solution to capture fast transient signals required for high-
bandwidth controller design and protection studies, without
any compromise; ii) implements the first GPU-based simu-
lation architecture and corresponding algorithms for MTdc-ac
grids with real-time performance at scales of 1 s; iii) is highly-
efficient and balances the high utilization of GPU resources
and low latency required for the simulation; and iv) outper-
forms the existing CPU- and DSP/FPGA-based simulators in
terms of its higher scalability on large-scale MTdc-ac grids
and superior price-performance ratio on the hardware.

II. UNITED STATES CROSS-CONTINENTAL MTDC GRID

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the cross-continental MTdc sys-
tem originated from one of the Grid Modernization Laboratory
Consortium (GMLC) projects [4]. This MTdc system, which is
embedded across multiple asynchronous ac interconnections in
US, enables economic power transfer, mitigation of congestion
and loop flow, cross-interconnection frequency support, and
loss reduction in the national-scale power grid.

The MTdc system consists of three dc terminals. Two ±320
kV dc transmission lines/cables are used to connect the three
dc terminals in the radial configuration. The dc terminals,
which are based on MMCs, are represented by their detailed
equivalent models using the hybrid discretization method as
described in [13]. Solid grounding of dc capacitor neutral
is employed in the system. On the ac sides of the MMC
terminals, the ac interconnections are modelled as aggregated
generations. They are modeled by the dynamic models of syn-
chronous generators, transformers, and ac transmission lines.
The exciters and governors of these synchronous generators
are also modelled in detail. The ac interconnection models are
based on generic parameters that represent the dynamics of ac
grids. The MTdc-ac grid studied in this paper takes inspiration
from the above project in [4]. The ac grid parameters have
been generalized for applicability of these models to any
similar systems.

III. MODELLING OF THE MTDC-AC GRID

In the demonstrated MTdc-ac grid, there are four major
components modelled in detail, i.e., the MMCs, transmission
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of a three-phase MMC.

lines, generators, and transformers. The modelling assump-
tions and techniques applied are described in this section.

A. MMC Modelling
A three-phase MMC consists of six arms, each of which

has an inductor and N series-connected half-bridge SMs, as
shown in Fig. 2. Basics of operation and control of MMC are
summarized in [9] and are not elaborated here.

The dynamics of MMC arm currents are given by

(Lo + Ls)
dip,j
dt
− Ls

din,j
dt

= −(Ro +Rs)ip,j +Rsin,j

+
Vdc

2
− vj − vcm − vp,j ,∀j ∈ {a, b, c},

(Lo + Ls)
din,j
dt
− Ls

dip,j
dt

= −(Ro +Rs)in,j +Rsip,j

+
Vdc

2
− vj − vcm − vn,j ,∀j ∈ {a, b, c},

(1)

where the arm voltages vy,j =
∑N

l=1 vsm,y,l,j can be further
factorized as functions of switching states and SM capacitor
voltages vcy,i,j , as provided by

vy,j =
∑N

i=1
[{(1− Syi1,j)(1− Syi2,j)vcy,i,jsgn(iy,j)}

+ Syi1,jvcy,i,j ],∀y ∈ {p,n},∀j ∈ {a, b, c}.
(2)

The dynamics of SM capacitor voltages are represented by

CSM
dvcy,i,j

dt
= −

vcy,i,j

Rp
+ Syi1,jiy,j + sgn(iy,j)(1− Syi1,j)

× (1− Syi2,j)iy,j ,∀y ∈ {p,n},∀j ∈ {a, b, c}.
(3)

By assigning zero to the gating signals Syi1,j and Syi2,j of
all SMs, equations (2) and (3) can be applied to simulate the



blocking status of MMC, which is critical to understand the
fast transients during dc faults, ac startup charging, and dc
startup charging [13]. Equations (1)-(3) are discretized with
different algorithms, i.e., backward Euler and forward Euler,
based on their numerical stiffness. The discretization method
applied in this work is the hybrid approach detailed in [13].
The MMC system equations are formed with this approach in
the real-time simulation.

B. Transmission Line Modelling

The ac and dc transmission lines/cables in the MTdc sys-
tem are modelled using the frequency-dependent models [8].
The use of frequency-dependent model enables the detailed
characterization of the system dynamics over a wide range
of frequency. Such representation is critical for the study of
protections and high-bandwidth control methods in the system.

Derived from the well-known transmission line equations,

−dVVV
dx

= ZZZIII, −dIII
dx

= YYY VVV , (4)

where the voltage VVV and current III at both ends of the
transmission line are correlated in the travelling wave form
in frequency domain. This correlation is given by

I1I1I1 = YcYcYcV1V1V1 −HHH(I2I2I2 + YCYCYCV2V2V2),

I2I2I2 = YcYcYcV2V2V2 −HHH(I1I1I1 + YCYCYCV1V1V1),
(5)

where YcYcYc = ZZZ−1
√
YYYZZZ is the characteristic admittance matrix,

HHH = e−
√
YYYZZZl is the propagation matrix.

These two frequency-dependent matrices are sampled at a
large number of frequency points across a wide range. To
transform (5) into the time domain, YcYcYc and HHH are fitted based
on these frequency samples and replaced by their time-domain
rational function equivalents of lower order (normally less than
20) [35]. These rational functions are discretized and con-
voluted with their corresponding terminal voltages/currents,
and as a result, the time-domain solutions at both ends are
obtained, given by

ik = G · vk − ihist,k, ∀k ∈ {1, 2}

ihist,k =

m∑
i=1

(

NH∑
j=1

hj,i,k)−
NY∑
i=0

yi,k,∀k ∈ {1, 2}
(6)

where ihist,k is the history current from the other end, and
m is the size of mode groups, as defined in [8]. ik and vk
are currents and voltages from both ends of line, expressed in
time domain. G gives the admittance. NH and NY represent
the fitted order of HHH and YCYCYC , respectively. hj,i,k and yi,k
are state variables derived from the fitted rational functions.
Equation (6) can be cast onto an equivalent circuit, as shown
in Fig. 3. The coupling between two ends of the transmission
line is enabled through the history currents, which represent
the currents transmitted from the other end after a certain
time delay. This circuit interface is used to represent the
transmission lines in MTdc-ac grid.
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Fig. 3. Time domain transmission line equivalent circuit.
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Fig. 4. Generator steam turbine governor model.

C. Generator and Transformer Modelling
The basic dynamics of a symmetrical, three-phase syn-

chronous generator are derived based upon the physical princi-
ples within and between different windings using Kirchhoff’s,
Faraday’s, Newton’s laws, and Park transformation. The de-
tailed derivation can be found in [15], [16] and are not repeated
here. The set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) de-
scribing the dynamics is discretized using a combination of
forward Euler and backward Euler based on stiffness in the
system, given by

(MMM −AAAh) · xxx[k] = MMM · xxx[k − 1] + hBBBuuu[k] (7)

where
xxx = {ψd, ψq, E

′
q, ψ1d, E

′
d, ψ2q, Id, Iq}′

uuu = {Vd, Vq, Efd}′

The matrices AAA,MMM,BBB are coefficient matrices derived from
the generator dynamic equations.

The governor model of the generator is shown in Fig.
4 using the steam turbine governor model (TGOV1) [36],
representing the turbine-governor droop and motions of steam
valve and reheater in multiple stages.

The transformer is modelled using the classical non-ideal
equivalent circuit [16]. Detailed derivation is not repeated here.
The transformer employs a wye-delta configuration grounded
on wye side. Combined with synchronous generator models
and transmission line models, the electromagnetic transient of
ac-side system is captured in the proposed real-time platform
with respect to generic interconnections.

IV. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION OF MTDC-AC GRIDS

The task of real-time simulation of a cross-continental
MTdc-ac grid is partitioned into two that are driven by CPUs
and GPUs.

Compared to CPUs, which are good for serial processing
with low latency, the GPUs, composed of thousands of cores
running at lower frequency, are capable of handling massive
amount of threads simultaneously. As a result, GPUs are good
for tasks which can be broken into a large number of mutually
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independent parts. These parts can be processed at a much
higher speed in parallel.

A. The Platform Architecture

The GPU adopted in this paper is Nvidia’s Tesla P100,
using Pascal GP100 architecture [37]. Equipped with 3584
CUDA cores and 16 Gigabytes of High Bandwidth Memory
2 (HBM2) memory, P100 delivers 5.3 TFLOPS of double
precision floating point (FP64) and 10.6 TFLOPS of single
precision (FP32) performance.

The GPU device is connected to the host system via PCI-
Express (PCIe) bus, as shown in Fig. 5. Data is exchanged
between main CPU memory and global GPU memory though
this connection. The minimum computation unit on a GPU
is a CUDA core, on which a parallel thread is executed.
These cores are organized into groups called warps, with a
fixed size of 32 cores. The same instruction is executed in
parallel by all CUDA cores within the same warp. Above this
level of architecture is the streaming multiprocessor. There
are 56 streaming multiprocessors in total in a P100. The
streaming multiprocessor incorporates 2 warps, or 64 CUDA
cores equivalently. There are 64 Kilobytes of shared mem-
ory allocated to each streaming multiprocessor. The shared
memory is accessible from the CUDA cores within the same
streaming multiprocessor, at a much higher speed (less than
ten clock cycles) compared to global GPU memory access (a
few hundreds of clock cycles). The optimum use of this on-
chip shared memory is critical in the optimization of MMC
and transmission line parallelism.

B. Implementation of MMC on GPU

The major step of the GPU acceleration design is the
partition of simulation algorithm based on its execution logic.
It is preferable to move the parallel-friendly part to the GPU,
while keep the heavily-serial part in CPU. However, since the
CPU and GPU programs have to exchange data within each
simulation step, the communication latency should also be
considered. Therefore, this partition should be well balanced
to take advantage of the computational power of both CPU and
GPU and hide the communication latency as much as possible.
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The CPU implementation of MMC simulation and control
algorithms have been described in [13], [17]. The simulation
and control of MMC within each time step can be divided into
four subsystems:

1) Arm current control subsystem, which comprises qd ac-
side current control and qd circulating current control of
the second- and fourth-order harmonics.

2) SM capacitor voltage balancing algorithm subsystem,
which calculates the gating signals for each IGBT in the
MMC.

3) SM capacitor voltage subsystem, which solves the dy-
namics given in (3).

4) Arm current subsystem, which computes the currents of
each arm based on DAEs provided in (1) and (2).

Among these four subsystems, SM capacitor voltage balanc-
ing algorithm and SM capacitor voltage subsystem are suitable
to be computed on GPU. This separation is presented in Fig.
6. Assuming the number of SMs in each arm is N (400 in this
work), six persistent GPU kernels are launched onto streaming
multiprocessors, one for each arm. In each step h, arm current
control subsystem and arm current subsystem are computed in
series in CPU while the other two subsystems are calculated
in parallel on GPU. In each GPU kernel, the gating signals uuu
(400 integer values) and SM capacitor voltages vvvc (400 double
precision values) are stored in shared memory for each arm.
Together with other variables that are not as large as uuu and vvvc,
less than 10 Kilobytes of shared memory is allocated for each
kernel, which is well below the limit. The GPU kernels are
launched to available streaming multiprocessors and scheduled
into warps for execution.

For each MMC arm, the SM capacitor voltage balancing
algorithm [17], [38] first calculates the minimum number of
SMs which should change their states within this step, either
turning ON or turning OFF, given the modulation index of
this arm, marm. One additional SM may change its state if
the corresponding SM capacitor voltage exceeds a pre-set



Algorithm 1: Parallel SM capacitor voltage balancing
Input: marm, iarm, vvvc
Output: uuu
Mask out unrelated SMs and convert vvvc if needed
Warpmodified ← −1 /* initialize warp index */

Compute ∆Non for current step
while ∆Non > 0 do

ifWarpmodified=−1 then /* first run */
Find top one within each warp
Copy top one to shared memory

else /* only re-calculate the modified warp */
Find top one within warp of indexWarpmodified
Update top one in shared memory

end
Find top one in shared memory (on thread 0)
∆Non ← ∆Non − 1

end

value. The number of SMs changing their states is denoted
as ∆Non. Then, based on the direction of the arm current iarm,
the first ∆Non SMs with either the maximum or minimum
capacitor voltages are selected and their states are changed and
saved into variable uuu in the shared memory. Majority of the
computation in the balancing algorithm is performed to find
the top ∆Non SMs with extreme capacitor voltages. Finding
minimum voltages can be converted to finding maximum
with a sign change. So this problem can be simplified into
finding the top one SM with maximum capacitor voltage, and
repeating this process for ∆Non times, as shown in Algorithm
1. To find the top one among all N SMs, these N capacitor
voltages are partitioned into groups of 32. Each group is
scheduled to a warp, within which the top one of the 32
voltages can be calculated efficiently using CUDA warp-level
primitives [39]. These top one candidates (d400/32e = 13
double precision values) are copied to the shared memory by
the first thread in each warp. Then, the global maximum can be
picked from these candidates with another run of warp-level
maximum selection on one of the warps. Instead of simply
rerunning the same program multiple times, on subsequent
runs other than the very first one, the same operations can
be performed only on the warp where the modified SM on
previous run is located. Over 50% speed up has been achieved
using this optimization technique in a test with ∆Non = 3.

Another parallel part on GPU is the SM capacitor voltage
subsystem, which updates vvvc and calculates equivalent arm
resistance rarm and arm voltage varm. The most time consuming
step in this subsystem is to compute the summation of all
SM voltages within an arm. This can be solved by parallel
reduction using the warp-level primitives, based on the same
idea implemented on the SM capacitor voltage balancing
algorithm.

With the computation of four subsystems distributed onto
CPU and GPU, the data generated by each partition should be
exchanged by the end of each simulation step. This communi-
cation between CPU and GPU is performed using the mapped
pinned memory, as shown in Fig. 6, where a pinned allocation
of CPU memory is created and two pointers are generated
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for host and device separately. On launching the GPU kernel,
the device pointer is passed to the GPU, which can be used
to exchange data with CPU efficiently. xxx1 and xxx2 are data
sent from GPU and CPU, respectively. xxx1 consists of rrrarm
and vvvarm, xxx2 consists of mmmarm, iiiarm, and ac-side voltages vvvs.
A ping-pong style communication [39] is applied where two
additional variables are used to indicate successful completion
of read/write on the other side. Once the indicators are verified,
data will be exchanged and indicators will be reset. Both CPU
and GPU will run in parallel until the next communication is
issued.

C. Implementation of Transmission Line on GPU

The simulation of transmission line involves extensive oper-
ations of matrices. These matrix-related tasks can be better per-
formed on GPU given its parallelism potential. The simulation
algorithm, partitioned on both CPU and GPU, is summarized
in Fig. 7. Using the same idea as in MMC simulation, a
persistent GPU kernel is launched for each transmission line.
The calculation of reflection and history currents is performed
on GPU while the terminal variables are updated on CPU. The
data exchange is implemented using the same strategy as in
MMC simulation.
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Fig. 9. Summary of the complete simulation platform.

The reflection currents on both ends of the line can be
calculated based on (6). However, these currents will be
propagated to the other ends after a certain delay, which is
determined by the length of the line. Therefore, a buffer is
allocated in the shared memory to store the reflection currents
and a variable index pointer is used to function as the delay. As
described in Section III.B, YcYcYc and HHH matrices are fitted using
time-domain rational functions. Assuming the number of poles
for YcYcYc and HHH are NpY c and NpH , respectively, the poles,
residues, and constants for the fittings can be packed into 2-
and 3-dimensional matrices [29] and have to be allocated in
shared memory. Another sets of variables allocated in shared
memory are the states variables used in discretization of time-
domain expressions of YcYcYc and HHH [8], [35]. The size of these
shared memory variables are largely dependent on the number
of conductors in this transmission line. An estimate of 5464,
9264, and 25752 bytes are to be allocated for lines with two,
three, and six conductors, respectively. So the shared memory
space in a streaming multiprocessor is large enough for a
typical transmission line.

The matrix-related operations in transmission line simu-
lation include matrix-vector multiplication and one- and 2-
dimensional slicing of higher dimensional matrices. To take
a better advantage of the parallel capability in GPU, the
computation of these matrices are distributed to the CUDA
cores, as shown in Fig. 8. Each thread block (consisted of
32 × 32 threads) is evenly divided into 16 parts, which is
beyond the typical number of poles obtained in the fitting.
The green area indicates the active CUDA cores. Warp-level
primitives are easier to be adopted given the proposed data
assignment.

D. Complete Setup
As shown in Fig. 1, there are three MMCs, two dc transmis-

sion lines, three generators, transformers, and ac transmission
lines in the system. The complete simulation platform is
depicted in Fig. 9.

On GPU, 18 kernels are launched for each arm in the three
MMCs, while 5 kernels are launched for the 5 transmission
lines. The kernel-to-kernel communication is performed using
the global GPU memory. Data exchange between CPU and
GPU is implemented using the pinned CPU memory, as
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Fig. 10. Comparison of results simulated by real-time platform and
PSCAD benchmark: (a) active power Pout, (b) zoomed-in view of active
power, (c) dc terminal voltages Vdc, and (d) dc terminal currents Idc.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of results simulated by real-time platform and
PSCAD benchmark under dc fault.

introduced in previous sections, using a dedicated CPU core.
The three other CPU cores are used to compute the ac system
dynamics including generators and transformers. These four
CPU cores are executed in parallel and communicated through
Message Passing Interface (MPI).

V. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The proposed real-time simulation platform has been tested
on the demonstration three-terminal dc network shown in Fig.
1. The computed results are compared to the reference system
in the PSCAD software under two cases, i.e., normal operation
and dc fault propagation, to validate the accuracy and real-time
performance of the proposed platform.

A. Comparison with Reference Results
The real-time simulator is first compared to the PSCAD

benchmark system under normal operation where an active
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Fig. 12. The measured signals under a pole-to-pole fault located at the
MMC1 terminals: (a) dc voltages at MMC1 and MMC2 terminals, (b) dc
currents at MMC1 and MMC2 terminals, (c) arm currents of six arms
of MMC1, and (d) SM capacitor voltages, one from each phase within
MMC1.

power dispatch command of 100 MW is applied to MMC2 and
equally distributed to MMC1 and MMC3. The comparison of
active power Pout, dc terminal voltages Vdc, and dc terminal
currents Idc are presented in Fig. 10. The simulation error of
the proposed real-time platform is less than 1% as compared
to the reference results.

The comparison is also conducted under fault scenario
where a pole-to-pole dc-side fault is introduced in the middle
of dc cable between MMC1 and MMC2. The dc terminal
voltage from terminal 1 is shown in Fig. 11. It is verified
that the transients and propagation of travelling waves on dc
cables are fully captured in the proposed real-time platform.

B. Results on Various Fault Types and Locations

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed simulator,
various fault scenarios have been tested, including the pole-to-
pole and pole-to-ground faults at MMC terminals. The plots of
dc voltages, dc currents, MMC arm currents, and SM capacitor
voltages are presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for pole-to-pole
and pole-to-ground faults located at the MMC1 terminals,
respectively. Given the small simulation error as shown in Figs.
10 and 11, only the results from the proposed simulator are
presented. Both faults are triggered at t = 1.05 s. Subsequent
to the fault occurrence, MMC SMs are blocked [13]. The
blocking states of SMs can be observed from the plots of
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Fig. 13. The measured signals under a pole-to-ground fault located at
the MMC1 terminals: (a) dc voltages at MMC1 and MMC2 terminals, (b)
dc currents at MMC1 and MMC2 terminals, (c) arm currents of six arms
of MMC1, and (d) SM capacitor voltages, one from each phase within
MMC1.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF 1 s REAL-TIME SIMULATION

CPU GPU Time Spent
IBM POWER8 NVIDIA Tesla P100 0.94 s
Intel Core i5 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 0.97 s

arm currents and SM capacitor voltages in Figs. 12(c-d), and
13(c-d), respectively.

C. Evaluation of Real-time Performance

The proposed GPU-accelerated real-time simulation plat-
form has been deployed on two hardware setups, one com-
mercial line setup (Tesla P100) and one consumer line setup
(GeForce GTX 1080 Ti), as shown in Table II. Both these
hardware platforms achieve faster than real-time simulations at
scales of 1 s. The result does not show any apparent difference
between the performance of commercial and consumer lines.

The GPU-based platform can simulate up to 1,000 SMs/arm
per streaming multiprocessor with a time-step of 5 µs in real-
time, compared to 425 SMs/arm/core using DSP [17] and the
best CPU implementation of 230 SMs/arm per CPU core given
the same time step [18]–[20]. Compared to the CPU setup,
which is hard to be scaled vertically due to the limitation on
the number of cores, the GPU-based platform can be scaling
horizontally by adding more GPUs in parallel. Additionally,



considering the per unit cost metric defined as the number of
SMs simulated per arm divided by the simulation time-step,
the cost of the GPU-based implementation is only 1/2 and
1/10 of the CPU- and FPGA-based platform. These advantages
greatly benefit the real-time simulation of large-scale MTdc
systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a GPU-based cost-effective high-performance
real-time EMT simulation platform is proposed for large-
scale cross-continental MTdc-ac grids. Fast dynamic tran-
sients from both ac and dc networks are captured with 5 µs
time step, using an advanced hybrid-discretized MMC model,
frequency-dependent transmission line model, and EMT model
of transformers and synchronous generators incorporated in a
single platform. This setup is important for high-bandwidth
controller design and protection studies. Additionally, the pro-
posed simulation platform achieves better price-performance
ratio compared to the existing CPU- or DSP/FPGA-based
simulators, and is highly scalable when applied to larger
MTdc-ac grids, which is critical in continental-level grid
studies. Accuracy and performance of the proposed platform
are evaluated and verified with respect to the reference results
from the PSCAD/EMTDC software. As the future work, the
proposed simulation platform is expected to be extended to
a real-time hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) platform for MTdc-
ac grids, which will contribute to the design, evaluation, and
testing of MTdc-related projects.
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